Abstract -Different Slow-light systems have been discussed and developed as a powerful tool to reduce the group velocity of optical signals during the last years. It has enjoyed much recent interest because of the potential system applications in optical telecommunication and information systems. Especially the nonlinear effect of stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) has become important for fiber based Slow-light systems. But, the SBS also has two challenges. First, the maximum time delay is limited due to the saturation of the Brillouin amplification process and second, the delay of the pulses is accompanied by pulse distortions (pulse shape broadening). For these aspects the shape of the Brillouin spectrum is of special interest. In this article a system is presented which allows the optimisation of the Brillouin spectrum. Simulations and first measurements show how the time delay can be enhanced with a simultaneous reduction of the pulse distortions.
I Introduction a) Slow-Light
The alteration of the group velocity of optical signals has become very interesting due to the practical potential during the last years. A delay of light pulses in optical systems can be used for example for optical buffers in packet switched networks, for the synchronisation of different bit streams in optical switching networks and for the equalisation of distorted optical signals. Furthermore, Slow-light is interesting for radio frequency-photonics, spectroscopy in time domain and nonlinear optics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Optical signals propagate in optical networks with the group velocity v g . Thereby, it depends on the group index n g of the transmitting medium. If the wave guide dispersion is neglected, v g can be calculated by:
with c as the speed of light in vacuum. If it is possible to change n g , the optical signal can be slowed down (Slow-Light) or accelerated (FastLight) along the propagation path. Thereby, the group index and the time delay ∆T depend on the frequency ω [7] :
with n as the real part of the refractive index of the material. Due to a positive change of the frequency dependence of the refractive index ωdn/dω the group index increases und hence the optical signals are delayed. A large change of the group delay is caused automatically by a strong material dispersion. Mostly, such a dispersion occurs if the frequency of the light is nearby material resonances which results in absorption or amplification processes [7] . On the so-called Slow-Light effect this resonances are created artificially. For this, different methods and material systems can be used. The slowing down of light signals was shown for example in ultracold [2] and hot atomic-gases [8] , in semiconductornanostructures [4] , quantum-well [9] and quantum dot systems [10] as well as in waveguides which work like photonic crystals [11] . Furthermore, amplification effects like in Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA) [12] and semiconductor amplifiers (SOA) [13] can be used as well. All these methods have the disadvantage that the delay is very low and the effort is high. In contrast to this, nonlinear effects in a fiber are more effective to delay optical signals. They have the great advantage that the fibers themselves are the Slow-light medium and can be integrated seamlessly in optical systems. For example four wave mixing together with the fiber dispersion [14] and Raman scattering [15] can be used to create Slow-light. But the effect of SBS is of very special interest [3] .
b) Brillouin scattering
The SBS has several advantages among the other methods. It needs just small pump powers for high time delays. The systems are very easy to implement and can be built up with standard components of telecommunications. Furthermore, the SBS works in all fiber types in their entire transparency range which makes the systems very flexible. In [16] it has been shown that the SBS can influence the group velocity over a wide range from 71000 km/s to vacuum superluminal velocity.
The SBS is a nonlinear effect with a low threshold which is caused by interactions between the incident light and the material. If a strong pump wave with the frequency f p is propagating through a waveguide a part of the optical power is backscattered on density fluctuations and a Stokes-wave occurs. This superimposes with the pump wave and creates a density wave in direction to the pump wave. There, more pump power is scattered and the process is built up. From a certain pump power, the Brillouin threshold, it becomes stimulated. Thereby, the pump and the density wave have a relative speed to each other, and hence the Stokes-wave is shifted by the so-called Brillouinshift f B in frequency range and wavelength range, respectively which is around 11 GHz in a standard single mode fiber (SSMF) at a pump wavelength of 1550 nm [17] .
If the input power is under the threshold only a gain and a loss is created in the fiber as can be seen in the upper diagram of Fig. 1 . Thereby, the gain is downshifted and the loss is upshifted by f B in frequency range. Furthermore, they come along with a phase change and with a change of the group index (middle and bottom part of Fig. 1 ). Hence, within the gain and the loss a counter propagating signal wave can be amplified or attenuated. But, it can also be delayed or accelerated because, according to equation (2), the gradient of the group index is positive for f p − f B and negative for f p + f B . index change (bottom) via SBS [7] .
II Slow-Light and Brillouin Scattering
The propagation of a pulse through the Slow-Light medium can be described by the complex wave number vector k(ω) as a function of the frequency ω [18] . For a single Brillouin gain with Lorentzian distribution it is [19] :
with n 0 as the complex refractive index in the fiber, z as the fiber length, ω 0 as the line center frequency and γ = π∆f B as the half of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) bandwidth of the gain. The gain g 0 in the line center at ω = ω 0 of the distribution is defined by:
where g is the Brillouin gain coefficient, P is the pump power, L eff and A eff are the effective length and effective area of the fiber [19] . The imaginary part of equation (3) leads to an amplification of the optical signals and the real part to a phase change. The derivation of the real part leads in turn to a group index change. Then, the time delay caused by the SBS in the line center (ω = ω 0 ) can be written as:
As can be seen from equation (5), the time delay depends on the gain and on the pump power on the one hand and on the Brillouin bandwidth on the other hand. The bandwidth of the SBS is very narrow and is around 30 MHz in a SSMF. Hence, high time delays can be achieved. However, it also dastically limits the maximum delayable data rate. So, the Brillouin gain has to be broadened to guarantee data rates of several Gbit/s. A broadening can easily be generated by a direct modulation of the pump source with a noise signal [20, 21] . But, SBS-based Slow-light systems have two more challenges. At first the time delay accompanies with a distortion (broadening) of the optical pulse signals [22] . The reason for this lays in the higer orders of the wave number vector k(ω). The distortion can also be compensated partially by the SBS gain brodening. But, a broad and ideally flat shape of the Brillouin gain is much more important.
Second, the maximum achievable time delay is limited by the saturation of the SBS to around 30 ns in most of the systems because it works like an amplifier. With an increasing pump power the SBS comes into the pump depletion where the gain and the time delay do not grow further. To enhance the maximum time delay there are different methods possible. In [23] four separate delay lines with own pump sources were cascaded. Additionally, the pulse was attenuated in every passage from one to another line. With this method the maximum time delays of every segment were added to 152 ns. But, due to the pulse broadening from 40 ns to 102 ns the effective time delay -the ratio between the time delay and the output pulse width -was decreased drastically. Furthermore, this method is very complicated.
A technique which is much easier is the superposition of a narrow gain with a broadened Brillouin loss [24, 25] . Thus, the delay of the pulse signals, which depends on the gradient of the Brillouin gain spectrum, is decoupled from the amplification process and saturation, which is a function of the maximum height of the Brillouin gain spectrum. Although a time delay of three pulses can be achieved the pulse width is doubled at the same time.
Another new method that is more effective is the superposition of a Brillouin gain with two Brillouin loss spectra on its wings. It has already been shown that a huge enhancement of the maximum time delay to four times the initial pulse width can be achieved with it [19] . But for an additional reduction of the distortions the shape of the Brillouin spectrum is of very special interest. On the one hand, the gradient of the gain should be very steep for a high time delay and on the other hand, the top of the gain should be very flat for low distortions. Here, we show that the superposition method of a gain with two losses on its wings allows an optimisation of the Brillouin spectrum. It is investigated in more detail with the focus on a reduction of the pulse distortions and the enhancement of the effective time delay.
III Theory and Simulation
For a superposition of a Lorentzian Brillouin gain with two losses at its wings the complex wave number can be written as [19] :
where g 1,2 are the Brillouin gain coefficients and γ 1,2 are the half FWHM bandwidths of the gain and the losses. The distance between both losses is 2δ. The superposition is shown in Fig. 2 .
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The time delay depends additionally on the pump power, the bandwidth and the separation of the losses as can be seen in equation (7). If the powers and bandwidths of the gain and the losses are equal the dependence of the group index from δ can be analysed. Figure 3 and Fig. 4 show the simulation results. As can be seen in Fig. 3 , both losses influence the height of the group index. If the separation to the line center increases, the influence of the losses decreases. The highest group index and so the highest time delay occurs for δ = √ 3γ ≈ 1.7γ as can be seen in Fig. 4 . Hence, the maximum time delay is increased by 25 %: The FWHM values for the group index were determined from the contour plot at several values for δ and were fitted to a 9 th order polynom. The distortion decreases with an increasing bandwidth. The maximum bandwidth (corresponds to the minimum distortion) is near to the maximum time delay. The reason for the small shift is the interpolation. Hence, the maximum effective time delay can be expected in the same region.
To get a broad and flat top of the group index the Brillouin gain has to be broadened. Then, it becomes a Gaussian shape and the complex wave number changes to [19] :
where γ G is the 1/e-bandwidth of the Gaussian gain and erfc() is the complementary error function. Then, the line center time delay is:
Due to the gain broadening the achievable time delay decreases. On the other hand, a higher bandwidth is available which can be seen in Fig. 5 for the group index in dependence on δ. There, the gain is broadened to three times of the natural Brillouin bandwidth. The line center maximum of the time delay is again at δ = √ 3γ 2 . If g 1 = g 2 = g and γ G = 3γ 2 , equation (10) can be reduced to 0.63g/γ 2 . The time delay and FWHM bandwidth of the group index as a function of δ is shown in Fig. 6 . If the losses are near the line center of the gain, -like in the case of the maximum time delaythey limit the bandwidth very hard. But, with increasing separation the bandwidth also increases until the losses loose their influence. Hence, the maximum of the FWHM bandwidth is shifted to δ = 4γ 2 . At the same time the group index has a very flat top in this region. The maximum effective time delay can be expected in the range of 1.7γ 2 < δ < 4γ 2 .
IV Practical Investigation
The principle experimental setup is shown in Fig. 7 . A fiber laser generates together with a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM1) and an electrical pulse generator Gaussian pulses with a width of 30 ns at a wavelength of 1550 nm. These pulses are coupled into a 50 km long SSMF which is our Slow-light medium. With an optical attenuator (Att) the power of the pulses can be controlled. The pump spectra are combined by a 3-dB-coupler and are coupled into the fiber from the opposite side via circulator (C). There, the Brillouin gain and losses are created. The gain is generated by a distributed feedback (DFB) laser (Gainpump) and amplified by an Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA1). A noise generator is used for broadening the gain spectrum by a direct modulation of the pump source. Another DFB-laser (Losspump) generates both loss spectra together with MZM2 via external modulation with a sinusoidal signal. Therefore, the MZM is driven in a suppressed carrier regime, so that only both first sidebands occur, which can be controlled in power by an EDFA2. The double sine frequency determines the separation of the two losses. The Losspump has to be downshifted in frequency by two times the Brillouin shift (approximately 22 GHz) in respect to the Gainpump in order to superimpose the Brillouin gain and loss spectra. A photodiode (PD) detects the optical pulses at the output of the circulator (port 3) and the electrical pulses are inter- preted by an oscilloscope (Osci).
In the following the time delay and the pulse width in dependence of the separation of the losses is investigated. Figure 8 shows the results for equal bandwidths of the gain and the losses (natural Brillouin bandwidth of 28 MHz). The pump power of the losses and of the gain was 10 dBm and 10.5 dBm. With an increase separation the time delay increases as well up to the maximum at δ ≈ 1.7γ. The pulse width decreases because of the higher bandwidth to the optimal point of δ ≈ 1.7γ too. Hence, the maximum effective time delay lies in the same region. With a further increasing of the separation the influence of the losses and the time delay decrease. But, if the gain spectrum is broadened the three optimal points occur at different values of δ as can be seen in Fig. 9 for a three times broadened gain. The gain pump power had to be increased to 15 dBm and the loss pump power was adapted to 11 dBm. The maximum time delay was achieved at δ ≈ 1.8γ and is near to the value of the previous measurement. The pulse width decreases with higher separation of the losses and approaches a minimum value because of the higher bandwidth. Hence, the maximum effective value is shifted to δ ≈ 2.25γ. For wider gain bandwidths it can be expected that this value would be also higher. In order to an optimisation of such a Slow-light system there are three operating points; maximum time delay, minimum pulse width and maximum effective time delay. 
V Conclusion
In this article we have shown how the Brillouin spectrum consisting of a (broadened) gain with two losses at its wings can be optimised by changing the frequency separation of the two losses. For a gain and losses with equal bandwidths the maximum time delay, the minimum pulse width (the maximum Brillouin bandwidth) and the maximum effective time delay occur at the same distances of the losses (δ ≈ 1.7γ). But, by using a broadened gain the optimal points for the maximum time delay (δ ≈ 1.7γ) and the maximum effective time delay (δ ≈ 2.25γ) diverge. Hence, a large reduction of the pulse signal distortions and a high time delay can be expected in the region of the maximum effective time delay. Thereby, the accomplished simulations and measurements are in a good agreement with each other. However, the higher orders of the complex wave number vector, which are also responsible for the distortions, have not been considered in this investigation. But, the presented method also allows the adaption of these higher orders in a manner of not having any influence on the Slow-Light transmission and that the distortions are more reduced. This would need further investigations.
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